
Relax in style with Air New Zealand’s Premium Economy 

We open on a shot of an Air New Zealand Flight in the sky, with another Air New Zealand 
aircraft in background. 

Music is playing in the background. 

Cuts to Pete the kiwi, walking through the airport talking to camera. 

Pete says to camera, “I’m off on my next adventure. And this time, I’m treating myself to Air 
New Zealand’s Premium Economy. Which is a completely different cabin.” 

Cuts to camera following Pete walking down aisle in aircraft. 

Cuts to Pete walking through the PE cabin towards camera.  

Cuts to Pete jumping into his PE seat. 

Pete says, “You get so much! So much room, so much entertainment, so much comfort”. 

Cuts to headphones and pack placed on empty seat, with a folded blanket and pillow. 

Cuts to IFE screen. 

Cuts to Pete lying back and getting comfortable in his PE seat. 

Cuts to aircraft taking off in sky. 

Cuts to Pete looking at armrests. 

Pete says, “Check out how wide these armrests are. Great news if you’ve got arms. In fact, 
the only thing that could make this any better is a glass of bubbly”. 

A Flight Attendant puts a glass of bubbly down in front of him.  

Flight Attendant say, “Enjoy…” 

Pete says, “Ah neat!”, while wiggling with joy. 

Cuts to Flight Attendant walking back down aisle. 

Cuts to Pete reading the Premium Economy menu.  

Pete says, “MM… yummy” 

A Flight Attendant comes up to him. 

Flight Attendant says, “Have you looked at the menu?” 

Pete points to menu. 

Pete says to camera, “Check out the selection of New Zealand cuisine and award-winning 
wines” 

Pete sighs contentedly and stretches out. 

Pete says, “Ah this is the life…” 

Cuts to aircraft in sky. 

Cuts to food tray and Flight Attendant places drink down for passenger.  

Pete is in the background, tucking desert on his tray. 

Cuts to a closer shot of Pete with meal. 

Pete turns to camera and we can see there’s a little chocolate on his beak. 



Pete says to camera, “You’ve got food envy, haven’t yah? Yeah I know…So much space and 
comfort. No wonder they call it ‘Premium’” 

We can see Dave, the goose flying in the background by the wings of the aircraft. 

We cut to a title card that reads “A better way to fly to New Zealand & Australia” 

Female voice artist says “Discover a better way to fly with Air New Zealand’s Premium 
Economy”. 

 


